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Idioms 
 

An idiom is a group of words that have a specific meaning, but if you take them apart, they do not have 
the same meaning.   
 
 Example:  Mrs. Thomas is on the ball because she is always prepared. 
 
“On the ball” does not have a literal meaning—Mrs. Thomas is not on top of a ball.  “On the ball” means 
that she is prepared and on time. 
 
Exercise: 
Choose an idiom from the word bank to match each statement. 
 
 
 
 
 
1.  Someone might say this when several bad things have already happened and something else happens.  
That last bad thing that happened was _________________________. 
 
2.  If someone doesn’t understand something at all, even though others do, that person has 
___________________________. 
 
3.  If you are making a project and you decide that you can skip some steps to save time, someone else 
might say that you have _______________________. 
 
4.  If something is very expensive, your mom might say that it _____________________________. 
 
5.  If you completely agree with someone else about something, then the two of you 
_____________________________. 
 
6.  If you want to know what someone else is thinking, you might say that you will give them 
________________________. 
 
7.  If two of your friends disagree about something, and you are trying not to take sides, they might say 
that you are ____________________. 
 
8.  If you want to join the basketball team, but you don’t want to have to practice four days out of the 
week, your dad might tell you that you can’t have ____________________________. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

See eye to eye  costs an arm and a leg  a penny for your thoughts        the last straw 
 
cut corners  missed the boat   best of both worlds    sitting the fence 
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ANSWERS--Idioms 
 

An idiom is a group of words that have a specific meaning, but if you take them apart, they do not have 
the same meaning.   
 
 Example:  Mrs. Thomas is on the ball because she is always prepared. 
 
“On the ball” does not have a literal meaning—Mrs. Thomas is not on top of a ball.  “On the ball” means 
that she is prepared and on time. 
 
Exercise: 
Choose an idiom from the word bank to match each statement. 
 
 
 
 
 
1.  Someone might say this when several bad things have already happened and something else happens.  
That last bad thing that happened was ___the last straw________. 
 
2.  If someone doesn’t understand something at all, even though others do, that person has _missed the 
boat__________________________. 
 
3.  If you are making a project and you decide that you can skip some steps to save time, someone else 
might say that you have __cut corners_____________________. 
 
4.  If something is very expensive, your mom might say that it _costs an arm and a leg___. 
 
5.  If you completely agree with someone else about something, then the two of you __see eye to 
eye___________________________. 
 
6.  If you want to know what someone else is thinking, you might say that you will give them _a penny for 
your thoughts_______________________. 
 
7.  If two of your friends disagree about something, and you are trying not to take sides, they might say 
that you are __sitting the fence__________________. 
 
8.  If you want to join the basketball team, but you don’t want to have to practice four days out of the 
week, your dad might tell you that you can’t have __the best of both worlds____. 
 

See eye to eye  costs an arm and a leg  a penny for your thoughts        the last straw 
 
cut corners  missed the boat   best of both worlds    sitting the fence 


